A Two Factor ANOVA-like Test for Correlated Correlations: CORANOVA.
Testing homogeneity of correlations with Fisher's Z is inappropriate when correlations are themselves correlated. Suppose measurements of brain activation and performance are taken before and during a verbal memory task. Of interest are changes in activity gradients in specific regions, R1, R2, R3, and performance, V. The "correlated correlations" of interest ρV,R1 , ρV,R2 , and ρV,R3 , have a single variable, V, in common. We wish to compare these correlations between males and females, across regions, and to assess an interaction of the correlation. Fisher's Z can compare pairs of correlations, and Olkin and Finn's (1990) method can test homogeneity of correlated correlations across a single within factor (based on asymptotic normality), but no current procedure can test a region by gender (within by between) interaction of correlations. We propose a nonparametric method for testing this interaction and both main effects. The procedure is analogous to two-way ANOVA, but hypotheses test homogeneity of correlations, not means. The null distributions are estimated with permutations, avoiding asymptotic distributional assumptions and enhancing applicability to smaller samples and non-normal data. Simulations demonstrated maintenance of correct level (power = alpha level under the null) for normal and non-normal data and small samples. The Olkin-Finn test had inflated level for non-normal data or small samples. The Fisher's Z had inflated level for non-normal data, but not for small samples. Our method had better efficiency across contrasts and data types and sizes. Applied to correlations between regional laterality of blood flow and verbal memory performance, the method showed sensitivity to a biologically meaningful sex by region interaction in these correlations. A SAS macro for CORANOVA is available.